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Industries>Water Recycling
	Waste Water Recycling >
	Landfill Leachate Treatment
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Industries>
                                Water Recycling>
                                Waste Water Recycling
                                

Water Recycling – Textile Industry
Water Recycling – Food & Dairy
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Industries>
                                    Water Recycling>
                                    Waste Water Recycling>
                                    Water Recycling – Textile Industry
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Products>Filtration
	Stainless Steel Filters >
	Membrane Filtration >
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Products>Process Systems
	Process Skids, Frames and Systems
	
	Pilot Scale Systems
	
	CIP Systems >
	Mixing Vessels
	
	Heating Skids
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Products>Tanks & Vessels
	Tanks and Vessels Fabrication
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Products>Process Components
	FDA Approved Seals
	
	Tube & Pipe Fittings >
	Sample Valves
	
	Stainless Steel Manways >
	Stainless Steel Valves >
	Sightglasses
	
	Sprayballs
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Products>
                                Filtration>
                                Stainless Steel Filters
                                

Filters & Strainers Range
Wedge Wire Filters
Sintered Mesh Filters
Perforated Tube Filters
Visi-Screen 100 Filter Housing
Compact Filters
Filter Systems
Filter Applications
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Products>
                                Filtration>
                                Membrane Filtration
                                

Membrane Filtration Technology
Membrane Filtration Systems
Membrane Filtration Pilot Trials
Membrane Filtration Rental Plants
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Products>
                                Process Systems>
                                Process Skids, Frames and Systems
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Products>
                                Process Systems>
                                Pilot Scale Systems
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Products>
                                Process Systems>
                                CIP Systems
                                

Mobile CIP Systems
Clean-in-Place (CIP) Systems
Fully Automated Standard CIP Systems
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Products>
                                Process Systems>
                                Mixing Vessels
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Products>
                                Process Systems>
                                Heating Skids
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Products>
                                Tanks & Vessels>
                                Tanks and Vessels Fabrication
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Products>
                                Process Components>
                                FDA Approved Seals
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Products>
                                Process Components>
                                Tube & Pipe Fittings
                                

ASME BPE Fittings
BSP & NPT Fittings
Clamp Fittings
DIN 11851 Fittings
Flanges
IDF Fittings
Plain Ended Fittings
RJT Fittings
SMS Fittings
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Products>
                                Process Components>
                                Sample Valves
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Products>
                                Process Components>
                                Stainless Steel Manways
                                

Circular Manways – Low Retention
Circular Manways – High Pressure
Circular Manways PED Certified
Circular Manways Swivel Lever
Rectangular Manways
High Pressure Oval Manways
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Products>
                                Process Components>
                                Stainless Steel Valves
                                

Butterfly Valves
Ball Valves
Non Return Valves
Pressure Relief Valves
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Products>
                                Process Components>
                                Sightglasses
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Products>
                                Process Components>
                                Sprayballs
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Products>
                                    Filtration>
                                    Stainless Steel Filters>
                                    Filters & Strainers Range
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Products>
                                    Filtration>
                                    Stainless Steel Filters>
                                    Wedge Wire Filters
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Products>
                                    Filtration>
                                    Stainless Steel Filters>
                                    Sintered Mesh Filters
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Products>
                                    Process Systems>
                                    CIP Systems>
                                    Mobile CIP Systems
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Products>
                                    Process Systems>
                                    CIP Systems>
                                    Clean-in-Place (CIP) Systems
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Products>
                                    Process Systems>
                                    CIP Systems>
                                    Fully Automated Standard CIP Systems
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    ASME BPE Fittings
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    BSP & NPT Fittings
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    Clamp Fittings
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    DIN 11851 Fittings
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    Flanges
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    IDF Fittings
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    Plain Ended Fittings
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    RJT Fittings
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Tube & Pipe Fittings>
                                    SMS Fittings
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Stainless Steel Manways>
                                    Circular Manways – Low Retention
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Stainless Steel Manways>
                                    Circular Manways – High Pressure
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Stainless Steel Manways>
                                    Circular Manways PED Certified
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Stainless Steel Manways>
                                    Circular Manways Swivel Lever
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Stainless Steel Manways>
                                    Rectangular Manways
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Products>
                                    Process Components>
                                    Stainless Steel Manways>
                                    High Pressure Oval Manways
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Services>
                                Design Services>
                                3D Design & Drawings
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Services>
                                Engineering>
                                Hygienic Engineering
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Services>
                                Engineering>
                                Technical Support
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Services>
                                Fabrication>
                                Aluminium Fabrication
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Services>
                                Fabrication>
                                Stainless Steel Fabrication
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Services>
                                Fabrication>
                                Duplex Fabrication
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Services>
                                Precision Machining>
                                CNC Machining
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Services>
                                Precision Machining>
                                Machining Equipment Capabilities
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Services>
                                Surface Finishing>
                                Metal Polishing
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Resources>
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                                Membrane Filtration
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                                Process Skids, Frames & Systems
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                                Photo Galleries>
                                Precision Machining
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Resources>
                                Photo Galleries>
                                Surface Finishing
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                                Stainless Steel Manways
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Axium Process is an ISO 9001 registered company and operates rigorous
    procedures to ensure that all aspects of material selection, design,
    production, packaging and delivery conform to customer specification.
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